It is well-known that there is a good correspondence between natural deduction derivations and typed lambda terms. Moreover normalizing these terms is equivalent to eliminating cuts in the corresponding sequent calculus derivations. Several papers have been written on this topic. The correspondence between sequent calculus derivations and natural deduction derivations is, however, not a one-to-one map. This causes some syntactic technicalities. The correspondence is best explained by two extensionally equivalent type assignment systems for untyped lambda terms, one corresponding to natural deduction ( N) and the other to sequent calculus ( L). These two systems constitute di erent grammars for generating the same (type assignment relation for untyped) lambda terms. The second grammar is ambiguous, but the rst one is not. This fact explains the many-one correspondence mentioned above. Moreover, the second type assignment system has a`cut{free' fragment ( L cf ). This fragment generates exactly the typeable lambda terms in normal form. The cut elimination theorem becomes a simple consequence of the fact that typed lambda terms posses a normal form.
Introduction
It is well-known that there is a good correspondence between natural deduction derivations and typed lambda terms. The relation between lambda terms and derivations in sequent calculus, between normal lambda terms and cut{free derivations in sequent calculus and nally between normalization of terms and cut elimination of derivations has been observed by several authors (Prawitz 1965] , Zucker 1974] and Pottinger 1977] ). This relation is less perfect because several cut{free sequent derivations correspond to one lambda term. In Herbelin 1995] a lambda calculus with explicit substitution operators is used in order to establish a perfect match between terms of that calculus and sequent derivations. We will not avoid the mismatch, but get a satisfactory view of it, by seeing the sequent calculus as a more intensional way to do the same as natural deduction: assigning lambda terms to provable formulas.
Next to the well-known system ! of Curry type assignment to type free terms, which here will be denoted by N, there are two other systems of type assignment: L and its cut-free fragment L cf . The three systems N, L and L cf correspond exactly to the natural deduction calculus NJ, the sequent calculus LJ and the cut{free fragment of LJ, here denoted by N, L and L cf respectively. Moreover, N and L generate the same type assignment relation. The system L cf generates the same type assignment relation as N restricted to normal terms and cut elimination corresponds exactly to normalization. The mismatch between the logical systems that was observed above, is due to the fact that N is a syntax directed system, whereas both L and L cf are not. (A syntax directed version of L is possible if rules with arbitrarily many assumptions are allowed, see Capretta and Valentini 1998] .)
The type assignment system of this paper is a subsystem of one in Barbanera et al. 1995] and also implicitly present in Mints 1996] . So our contribution is mainly expository.
For simplicity the results are presented only for the essential kernel of intuitionistic logic, i.e. for the minimal implicational fragment. The method probably can be extended to the full logical system, using the terms as in We write x; y; z; : : : for arbitrary variables in terms and P; Q; R; : : : for arbitrary terms. Equality of terms (up to renaming of bound variables) is denoted by .
The identity is I x:x. A term P is called a normal form (P is in -nf ) if P has no redex as part, i.e. no subterm of the form ( x:R)S. Such where FV (P ) is the set of free variables of P. Proof. See e.g. Gandy 1980 ] for (i) and Barendregt 1992] 
for (ii) and (iii).
Actually, even strong normalization holds for terms typeable in N (see e.g. ?` L cf P : A ) P is in -nf.
Proof. By an easy induction on derivations. 4.5. Lemma. Suppose ?` L cf P 1 : A 1 ; : : : ; ?` L cf P n : A n : Then ?; x:A 1 ! : : : !A n !B` L cf xP 1 : : : P n : B for those variables x such that ?; x:A 1 ! : : : !A n !B is a context. Proof. We treat the case n = 2, which is perfectly general. We abbreviatè L cf as`. The cases P x and P x:P 1 are easy. The case P xP 1 : : : P n follows from the previous lemma, using the generation lemma for N (3.6(iii)). Now we get as bonus the Hauptsatz of Gentzen 1936] for minimal implicational sequent calculus.
Theorem (Cut elimination).
?`L A ) ?`Lcf A:
Proof. ?`L A ) ?x` L P : A; for some P2 (x), by 3.5, ) ?x` N P : A; by 4.2(ii), ) ?x` N P nf : A; by 3.6(i),(ii), ) ?x` L cf P nf : A; by 4.6, ) ?`Lcf A; by 3.5.
As it is clear that the proof implies that cut-elimination can be used to normalize terms typable in N = !, Statman 1979] implies that the expense of cut-elimination is beyond elementary time (Grzegorczyk class 4). Moreover, as the cut-free deduction is of the same order of complexity as the corresponding normal lambda term, the size of the cut-free version of a derivation is non elementary in the size of the original derivation.
Discussion
The main technical tool is the type assignment system L corresponding exactly to sequent calculus (for minimal propositional logic). The type assignment system L is a subsystem of a system studied in Barbanera et al. 1995] . The terms involved in L are also in Mints 1996] . The di erence between the present approach and the one by Mints is that in that paper derivations in L are rst order citizens, whereas in L the provable formulas and the lambda terms are.
In N typeable terms are built up as usual (following the grammar of lambda terms). In L cf only normal terms are typeable. Therefore there are more sequent calculus derivations giving rise to the same lambda term. This is the cause of the mismatch between sequent calculus and natural deduction as described in Zucker 1974 x:(u < u:=yz >); ( x:u) < u:=yz > :
In our paper lambda terms are considered as rst class citizens also for sequent calculus. This gives an insight into the mentioned mismatch by understanding it as an intensional aspect how the sequent calculus generates these terms.
It is interesting to note, how in the full system L the rule (cut) generates terms not in {normal form. The extra transition now is P 7 ?! P x:=F]:
This will introduce a redex, if x occurs actively (in a context xQ) and F is an abstraction (F x:R), the other applications of the rule (cut) being super uous. Also, the alternative rule (cut 0 ) can be understood better. Using this rule the extra transition becomes P 7 ?! P x:=I]:
This will have the same e ect (modulo one {reduction ) as the previous transition, if x occurs in a context xFQ. So with the original rule (cut) the argument Q (in the context xQ) is waiting for a function F to act on it. With the alternative rule (cut 0 ) the function F comes close (in context xF Q), but the`couple' FQ has to wait for the`green light' provided by I .
Also, it can be observed that if one wants to manipulate derivations in order to obtain a cut{free proof, then the term involved gets reduced. By the strong normalization theorem for N (= !) it follows that eventually a cut{free proof will be reached.
We have not studied in detail whether cut elimination can be done along the lines of this paper for the full system of intuitionistic predicate logic, but there seems to be no problem. More interesting is the question, whether there are similar results for classical and linear logic.
